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Abstract
Most social phenomena are inherently complex and hard to measure, often due to under-reporting,
stigma, social desirability bias, and rapidly changing external circumstances. This is for instance the case
of Intimate Partner Violence (IPV), a highly-prevalent social phenomenon which has drastically risen in the
wake of the COVID-19 pandemic. This paper explores whether big data — an increasingly common tool to
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following questions: Can digital traces help predict instances of IPV — both potential threat and actual
violent cases — in Italy? Is their predictive power weaker or stronger in the aftermath of crises such as
COVID-19? Our results suggest that online searches using selected keywords measuring different facets
of IPV are a powerful tool to track potential threats of IPV before and during global-level crises such as
the current COVID-19 pandemic, with stronger predictive power post outbreaks. Conversely, online
searches help predict actual violence only in post-outbreak scenarios. Our findings, validated by a
Facebook survey, also highlight the important role that socioeconomic status (SES) plays in shaping
online search behavior, thus shedding new light on the role played by third-level digital divides in
determining the forecasting power of digital traces. More specifically, they suggest that forecasting might
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Harnessing the Potential of Google Searches for
Understanding Dynamics of Intimate Partner
Violence Before and After the COVID-19 Outbreak

Abstract
Most social phenomena are inherently complex and hard to measure, often
due to under-reporting, stigma, social desirability bias, and rapidly changing
external circumstances. This is for instance the case of Intimate Partner Violence (IPV), a highly-prevalent social phenomenon which has drastically risen
in the wake of the COVID-19 pandemic. This paper explores whether big
data — an increasingly common tool to track, nowcast, and forecast social
phenomena in close-to-real time — might help track and understand IPV
dynamics. We leverage online data from Google Trends to explore whether
online searches might help reach “hard-to-reach” populations such as victims
of IPV using Italy as a case-study. We ask the following questions: Can
digital traces help predict instances of IPV — both potential threat and actual violent cases — in Italy? Is their predictive power weaker or stronger
in the aftermath of crises such as COVID-19? Our results suggest that online searches using selected keywords measuring different facets of IPV are
a powerful tool to track potential threats of IPV before and during globallevel crises such as the current COVID-19 pandemic, with stronger predictive
power post outbreaks. Conversely, online searches help predict actual violence
only in post-outbreak scenarios. Our findings, validated by a Facebook survey, also highlight the important role that socioeconomic status (SES) plays
in shaping online search behavior, thus shedding new light on the role played
by third-level digital divides in determining the forecasting power of digital
traces. More specifically, they suggest that forecasting might be more reliable
among high-SES population strata.

Keywords: Digital data, Google Trends, Intimate Partner Violence, Facebook survey, Italy, COVID-19.
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Introduction
Social media and online platforms including Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, and
Google are tools by which millions of people search, spread, share, and exchange
information. As such, bits of information obtained through online platforms – also
called “digital traces” – have increasingly become valuable data sources to address
some of the most pressing social phenomena that we are confronted with every
day (Lazer et al., 2020), providing great opportunities yet also raising statistical,
computational, and ethical challenges (Cesare et al., 2018).
Digital-trace data hold huge and underappreciated potential for studying global
social phenomena that are inherently hard to measure (e.g., due to stigma, underreporting, or social desirability bias) not only due to the complexity and sensitivity of
some topics, but also because they provide the only way of tracking changes in social
phenomena and societal dynamics that occur in close-to-real time. While in some
instances tracking societal changes in real time is not essential, this is not the case
when dealing with pressing public-health concerns such as the very high (WHO,
2013) — and rising — prevalence of Intimate Partner Violence (IPV) worldwide
(Abel & McQueen, 2020; Arenas-Arroyo et al., 2021; Lindberg et al., 2020; Peterman
et al., 2020; WHO, 2020). In a situation of lockdown such as the one imposed by
the COVID-19 pandemic, women’s ability to escape abusive situations within their
houses and their ability to reach their support networks are significantly reduced.
At the same time, confinement measures might increase consumption of alcohol and
other substances, while the increased economic uncertainty due to the global health
crisis might trigger additional emotional stress, all elements which are associated
with the perpetration of IPV (Aizer, 2010, 2011; Card & Dahl, 2011; Schneider
et al., 2016; Storey, 2020).
As tracking instances of IPV is challenging – and particularly so in times of crises
during which reporting tends to be even lower than usual – this study addresses
the question of whether online searches from Google Trends might help reach this
“traditionally difficult-to-reach” population (Xue et al., 2019b) using Italy as a case
study. One of the key advantages of using digital traces — which are generated
from the use of digital technologies, rather than based on reporting — is precisely
that they can help address issues where reporting or social desirability biases that
preclude systematic reporting are prevalent — such as IPV or abortion (Reis &
Brownstein, 2010).
A focus on Google searches (rather than, for instance, Tweets) is valuable in a
context of global crisis for two reasons. First, Google searches are fully anonymous
(while data originated from Social Network Platforms are not) and widely used
across population strata. Second, in a situation of strict lockdown, close interaction
2

with partners, and limited independence, Google has likely been one unique way for
women to look for information and seek help privately without having to speak up,
especially when accessed through mobile devices such as smartphones. Supposing
a woman faces potential threats of violence within the household and has limited
information/knowledge on support systems in place, we hypothesize that she might
turn to the Internet to gather information and resources before ultimately reaching
out to the IPV helpline to seek help. Similarly, a woman facing an actual threat
of violence might turn to the Internet to gather resources on the most immediate
type of help available and connect to social-support systems (e.g., in the context of
Italy, typing the anti-violence helpline number 1522 which also connects to an online
chat), and ultimately call an ambulance if needed. As of February 2022, Google has
also launched a new feature for individuals who are seeking information or help on
IPV through displaying a box with direct access to the national domestic violence
helpline.1 This is possible through individuals’ searches using IPV-related keywords,
a feature which makes Google an increasingly effective source to seek help. On a
broader level, if such online information turns out to be a strong predictor of actual
instances of violence, this would suggest that online searches might be a key — and,
to date, underappreciated — resource for tracking IPV and getting a “fair” picture
of the brunt of domestic violence that women bear daily.
The rationale for choosing Italy for a study of this kind is twofold. First, IPV
is a highly gendered phenomenon and Italy remains a very gender-traditional country, with a rooted focus on familistic culture regarding the societal role of women
(Lomazzi, 2017). Italy’s gender culture is oriented towards the cultural dominance
of the male breadwinner model and a traditional division of work between men and
women based on a complementarity gender-role model which shows very slow evidence of change (Naldini & Jurado, 2013; Santero & Naldini, 2020).2 High IPV
prevalence in the country reflects broader unequal gender dynamics. For instance,
female labor force participation rates in Italy are among the lowest in Europe and
OECD countries — around 57% according to 2019 estimates from the International
Labour Organization (ILO) — and the gap between men and women’s participation
in the labor force is around 20 percentage points (Mancini, 2017). For women active
1

This feature is currently available for searches made within the U.S. https://blog.google/
products/search/connecting-people-domestic-violence-support/
2
Although comprehensive data on IPV have been advocated for several years from different
sources, it is still difficult to find internationally comparable data. One of the reasons behind
this difficulty is that IPV is a largely culturally-driven phenomenon. The most recent comparative survey (https://fra.europa.eu/en/publication/2014/violence-against-women-eu-wide-surveymain-results-report) dates back to 2014. According to these data, in the 28 EU countries, gender
abuse is more widespread in Northern Europe. Denmark lies at the top of the ranking, where
52% of the women interviewed said they had suffered physical or sexual violence since 15. In this
ranking, Italy takes the eighteenth position (27%).
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in the labor market, the difference between average men’s and women’s hourly earnings is very large — about 16 percentage points — and has remained fairly constant
since the mid-1990s (Del Bono & Vuri, 2011). Not least, time devoted to housework
is disproportionately higher for women and time devoted to childcare by mothers
is twice as high as time devoted by fathers (Menniti et al., 2015). Second, Italy
was among the first and hardest-hit countries by the first wave of COVID-19. As
such, it was one of the first contexts that announced and implemented a strict and
nationwide lockdown. Third, on top of data at the national level, we have access
to unique data from Lombardy, the most populous region in Italy with more than
one-sixth of Italy’s population — making up for approximately the populations of
Finland and Norway combined — and producing more than a fifth of Italy’s Gross
Domestic Product (GDP). Lombardy is also key in this context as the first COVID19 case was identified there, leading to massive spreads first in the region, and then
elsewhere (for a better overview of how the COVID-19 pandemic unfolded in Italy,
see Online Appendix, Section 1).
To summarize, the current study addresses the following three research questions
and tests the related hypotheses: Can digital traces from online sources such as
Google Trends help track/predict instances of IPV in Italy (RQ1 )? Evidence on
the role of big data in other domains of social life suggests that this might well
be the case (HP1 ). Provided digital data can be of help, is their predictive power
weaker, stronger, or unaltered in the wake of key macro-level discontinuities such
as the current COVID-19 pandemic (RQ2 )? We hypothesize a stronger predictive
power of digital data in the aftermath of the COVID-19 outbreak. While actual
reporting of IPV is lower, online connectivity during crises tends to be high, either
due to rising unemployment, forced lockdowns at home, or both (HP2 ). Lastly,
despite Google is commonly used across population strata and digital divides in
access (first-level digital divide) and usage (second-level digital divide) are less of
a concern in Italy, there might be important differences in terms of who benefits
the most from being online and from targeted online search behavior (third-level
digital divide).3 Do high- and low-SES individuals search for similar keywords? Do
they reap similar benefits from searching IPV-related keywords on Google (RQ3 )?
We hypothesize that high-SES individuals might search for very specific — and
more targeted — keywords and be able to more effectively convert such information
into explicit action (e.g., making a call to the IPV helpline). This might suggest
that digital-trace data might be more useful predictors within high-SES population
strata, thus leading to more reliable forecasting within this group (HP3 ).
Findings from this paper will inform whether digital information can be used to
3

van Deursen and Helsper (2015) define third-level digital divides as “disparities in the returns
from Internet use within populations of users who exhibit broadly similar usage profiles.”
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track IPV for hard-to-reach populations in Italy and reveal whether big data might
provide “real time” bits that help target more immediate policy interventions in
situations in which IPV cases cannot be reported easily or quickly, such as nationwide lockdowns. At a deeper level, the study will inform whether big data may
ultimately allow to devise a sort of tracking system that serves as a precursor or
signal for anticipating increases in IPV. As Internet penetration expands and digital
divides by gender narrow, findings from this study will also have broad applicability
to low- and middle-income countries (LMICs) in the years to come.

Background
IPV in the wake of COVID-19 and existing evidence from
big data
At the onset of the pandemic, several media outlets pointed out the upsurge of IPV
cases both in Italy4,5 and in the rest of the world.6,7 Moreover, the World Health
Organization (WHO) and UN Women underlined the risk of IPV being intensified
during lockdown periods as security, health, and economic concerns became more
pronounced (Arenas-Arroyo et al., 2021). Findings from recent studies regarding
the impact of lockdown measures on the incidence of IPV are aligned with these
concerns, which are pervasive across countries (Agüero, 2021; Bullinger et al., 2021;
Every-Palmer et al., 2020; Henke & Hsu, 2022; Hsu & Henke, 2021; Leslie & Wilson,
2020; Perez-Vincent et al., 2020; Piquero et al., 2020). Research from Italy exploring
the effectiveness of the media campaign “Libera Puoi”8 — “Free you Can” — provides evidence of the immediate increase in number of calls during the first weeks of
the lockdown, which remained at high levels until May 2020 (Colagrossi et al., 2020).
The study also documents the abrupt rise in Google search volumes of the keyword
1522 which occurred right after the launch of the campaign.9 This is reasonable, as
searching 1522 on Google is not only a way for women to look for resources, but also
4

https://www.istat.it/it/violenza-sulle-donne/speciale-covid-19
https://www.corriere.it/cronache/20 aprile 13/coronavirus-donne-vittime-violenza-orachiedono-aiuto-via-mail-30b8152a-7c97-11ea-9e96-ac81f1df708a.shtml
6
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/04/06/world/coronavirus-domestic-violence.html
7
https://edition.cnn.com/2020/03/27/health/domestic-violence-coronavirus-wellness-trnd/
index.html
8
http://www.governo.it/it/media/campagna-di-comunicazione-libera-puoi/14459
9
The Libera Puoi campaign, promoted by the Department for Equal Opportunities in support
of women victims of violence during the Coronavirus emergency, was intended to launch a message
of closeness to remind women isolated at home that in case of difficulty they would not be alone
and could count on the free anti-violence and anti-stalking number 1522, on shelter houses, and
on anti-violence centers.
5
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to connect to an online chat which could serve as a private means to seek immediate
help.
Online data, most specifically social media data, provide a relatively recent —
and, to date, underappreciated — source to analyze and interpret human behavior,
as well as to nowcast and forecast individual and societal-level outcomes as diverse
as fertility (Billari et al., 2016; Billari & Zagheni, 2017; Rampazzo et al., 2018),
migration (Alexander et al., 2022; Zagheni & Weber, 2012; Zagheni et al., 2017),
health and mortality (Delpierre & Kelly-Irving, 2018; Öhman & Watson, 2019),
gender dynamics (Fatehkia et al., 2018; Kashyap et al., 2020), and family instability
(Compton, 2019). Epidemiology was one of the first disciplines to promote the use
of big data for research purposes by analyzing online search data to nowcast and
forecast outbreaks such as influenza (Ginsberg et al., 2009), chicken pox (Pelat et
al., 2009), and salmonella (Brownstein et al., 2009). The use of big data in epidemiological research came to be referred as infodemiology or infoveillance (Eysenbach,
2009) and, as IPV/gender-based violence is as a primary public health issue, IPV
received the attention of infodemiology studies as well.
Social media data emerge as an especially useful source as forums, groups, and
social networks allow users to share their experiences and establish emotional support among victims of IPV. For instance, Twitter has increasingly been used as a
medium in IPV research based on big data, employing various computational methods, using tweets including IPV-related keywords or hashtags as units of analysis.
Studies show evidence that there is an active Twitter community on violence against
women, which tends to engage in conversations (Xue et al., 2019b); this community
also highlights oft-neglected forms of violence such as reproductive coercion (McCauley et al., 2018) and provides important information on awareness campaigns,
as well as a support platform (Purohit et al., 2016; Xue et al., 2019a). IPV studies
using data from Pinterest (Carlyle et al., 2021) and Instagram (Carlyle et al., 2019),
with predominantly female and young-adult users, respectively, corroborate the idea
that social media platforms involve an experience-based narrative on different forms
of violence and thus provide a valuable tool for policy makers and advocacy groups.
To the best of our knowledge, while the literature is gradually expanding in
terms of leveraging big data and machine-learning (ML) techniques to study IPV
(Rodriguez et al., 2020), only few studies to date have leveraged data on online
searches from Google Trends to track dynamics of IPV — a contribution we intend
to strengthen with the current study. A few exceptions are worth noting. First is
a study by Anderberg et al. (2021), who designed a domestic violence index based
on Internet search behavior to explore the incidence of IPV during the COVID-19
pandemic in the Greater London area and in Los Angeles. Second is a study by
Berniell and Facchini (2021), who also developed a Google search intensity index to
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compare the incidence of IPV across 11 countries, finding an increase in IPV search
intensity after the lockdown by 30%, with larger effects as more people stayed at
home. Not least, in the case of Brazil, online search data on feminicide were found to
be positively associated with female homicide rates but not with the introduction of
feminicide-related laws (Martins-Filho et al., 2018). With this study, we contribute
to this blooming literature by focusing on a range of IPV-related keywords (rather
than indices) and combining heterogeneous data sources on calls to helplines at
different levels of geographical aggregation.
Digital traces from Google Trends provide a useful source of information as,
being the most commonly used search engine, Google is more widely used than,
e.g., Twitter, Pinterest or Instagram, thus providing an arguably less biased picture
of socio-demographic phenomena under investigation. As a matter of example, as
of December 2020 Google was the most popular search engine in Italy, with a 95.7%
share of the search engine market compared to the 2.9% of Bing and the 0.81% of
Yahoo!.10 As of June 2020, social media penetration in Italy stood at 58%, with the
most popular social network remaining Facebook, with 36.9 million users, followed
by Instagram (27.7 million users), Linkedin (18.6 million users), and Pinterest (16.7
million users). As for the same period, Twitter counted only 10 million users, TikTok
6.6 million users and Reddit 2.8 million users.11 Also, Google Trends provide a
flexible tool to select and investigate a wide array of potential keywords measuring
heterogeneous facets of IPV.

Help-seeking processes in cases of IPV and the role of SES
Liang et al., 2005 conceptualize the help-seeking process in cases of intimate partner
violence in three steps, namely: (i) problem recognition and definition, (ii) decision
to seek help, and (iii) selection of a help provider. Each step is influenced by the
social context that individuals live in, which in turn interacts with individual-level
aspects such as gender and socioeconomic status. For instance, having access to
limited economic and legal resources renders women more vulnerable and less capable of recognizing a case of IPV or deem it intolerable. Moreover, acceptance and
adherence to social norms upholding the viewpoint that IPV is a private matter
may prevent victims of violence from looking for help. Furthermore, loss of privacy
and issues of stigma can arise as potential indirect costs of seeking formal forms of
help, which may eventually lead to under-reporting of cases (Murray et al., 2015).
Empirically, it has been well-established by both qualitative and quantitative research that stigma surrounding experiences of violence has a detrimental impact
10

https://gs.statcounter.com/search-engine-market-share/all/italy
https://www.agcom.it/documents/10179/20440899/Documento+generico+16-10-2020/
dcdbcb3a-720c-4878-9f10-dcd8912ba984?version=1.0
11
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on victims’ self-esteem and mental well-being, as well as it discourages them from
seeking immediate support (Crowe et al., 2021). We claim in this study that the
Internet — and Google in particular — may offer a medium to privately voice some
of these concerns and collect relevant information. In this study, we expect online
information to be particularly instrumental during steps (i) and (ii). While step
(iii) may take longer time, we hypothesize that being better informed on (i) and (ii)
will ultimately lead women to seek the right form of help in a more timely manner.
Nonetheless, the way in which IPV-related stigma may disrupt help-seeking processes is stratified, as higher-SES women might feel less ashamed of their exposure
to violence and therefore be more likely to disclose their own experiences (Sylaska
& Edwards, 2014). Online searches can serve as a useful tool to indirectly mitigate
such stigmatization and social desirability concerns by warranting the anonymity of
the help-seeker.

Data and Methods
Data
This study combines data from various sources and tests the predictive power of
online data in the Italian context by relating digital traces with IPV-related content
to information on actual IPV calls to official helplines.12 In a simplified framework,
digital data provide information on our predictors of interest, while data on actual
IPV cases provide information on our outcomes of study.13
Starting from predictors, online data are obtained from Google Trends. Google
Trends provide normalized data on the frequency of Google searches for a given time
period, query, and location. Data obtained from Google Trends do not reflect the
actual number or volume, but rather the frequency of online searches on Google on a
scale from 0 to 100. Thus, zero does not necessarily mean a complete lack of Google
searches; rather, it means that the frequency of the searches for a given parameter
does not meet the minimum threshold set by Google. Google Trends provide search
12

In this study, we define IPV as violence perpetrated against women by their male partners
within and outside of marriage. We do acknowledge that IPV is not limited to women and/or
can be occurring within same-sex partnerships, yet we adopt this definition in this study for two
reasons. First, recent data from helpline calls from Italy suggest that victims, 40% of callers, were
women in 97% of cases and this has been a constant figure over time. Therefore, we only kept calls
to helplines made by women as main outcomes of our analyses. Second, Google Trends deliver no
results when looking for keywords that more closely relate to violence against men, thus providing
no reliable predictors.
13
As always when working with IPV-related data, we acknowledge that the outcomes might well
suffer from under-reporting.
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frequency data on a daily basis if the requested time range is 90 days or less, on
a weekly basis if the time range is between 90 days and 5 years, and on a monthly
basis if the requested time period is longer than 5 years.
Google Trends data are obtained through the R package gtrendsR (Massicotte
& Eddelbuettel, 2021) from 2013 to 2020 (more details below on the exact time
frame per data source). For the core analyses, we selected nine keywords which —
except for the main Italian helpline number 1522 emerging as highly relevant from
Colagrossi et al. (2020) — can be considered common search queries related to the
study of IPV in an international global context. To start with, we intentionally kept
these search queries broad — abstracting, for instance, from specific Italian jargon
or regional language peculiarities — to encompass words that are highly prevalent
and recurring in the international literature on IPV. The selected keywords were:
1522 (the IPV helpline number in Italy), abuse (abuso), home & abuse (casa &
abuso), home & rape (casa & stupro),14 feminicide (femminicidio), rape (stupro),
domestic violence (violenza domestica), gender-based violence (violenza di genere),
and sexual violence (violenza sessuale).15
We obtained three different data sets from Google Trends, for these queries,
for different time periods and locations, such that the unit of time matches the
one pertaining to the official records (outcomes, defined later). The first data set
consists of daily data for Italy as a whole for the period between March 1 - June 30
for five years, from 2016 to 2020. Second, we created a data set composed of monthly
data for the period March 1, 2013 to June 30, 2020, for all regions of Italy 16 . We
calculated four-month moving averages of Google search inquiries for each keyword
and for each region. This step was performed in order to make the data compatible
with the yearly-aggregated number of helpline calls at the regional level. Lastly, the
third data set consists of daily Google Trends data, for the period between January
1, 2018 up to May 31, 2020 only for the region of Lombardy, Italy. For additional
details on Google Trends data and adjustments made, see Online Appendix, Section
2.
Moving to outcomes, we rely on three sources of data. First, we obtained the
daily number of calls (valid calls) to the 1522 anti-violence helpline from the Equal
Opportunity Department (Presidency of the Italian Council of Ministers) for Italy
as a whole, daily from March 1, to June 30, from 2016 to 2020. The second source
of data is the number of monthly anti-violence 1522 calls, collected for the period March and June (one trimester) between years 2013-2020 and aggregated at
14

These combinations refer to search queries that include both words, in no particular order.
We will use the English label in all figures and tables that follow.
16
Some keywords are missing in some regions due to the low volume and frequency of Google
searches that fail to pass the threshold set by Google Trends algorithm and thus reported as zero.
See Table A1 for detailed information on missing keywords by regions.
15
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the regional level and yearly level, i.e., the average for the trimester becomes our
yearly estimate, so we have one time point per year per region, which means 20
data points per year. These data are publicly available from the Italian National
Institute of Statistics (ISTAT, henceforth) website.17 The third one are data from
AREU (Azienda Regionale Emergenza Urgenza – Regional Agency for Emergency
Urgency), which provides data on daily calls to the AREU emergency number in
Lombardy (112) for every day of the year between January 1, 2018 and May 30, 2020,
alongside the reason behind the emergency call. This additional variable (“reason”)
helps us identify calls that were received by AREU for reasons that can be traced
back to accident or violence-related purposes.18
As the first source of data (Equal Opportunity Department), data from AREU
are daily, yet they pertain to Lombardy only — the first source provides daily information for Italy as a whole with no regional identifier, hence no possibility to conduct
region-specific analyses — and they record a different outcome (all emergency calls
versus 1522 calls). The second source of data (ISTAT) tracks the same outcome —
1522 calls — yet data for Lombardy (plus all other regions) are yearly, rather than
daily. Overall, data from AREU add value to the analysis for two main reasons.
First, these data pertain specifically to Lombardy, the most populous region of Italy
and the hardest-hit by the COVID-19 pandemic. Second, from a theoretical standpoint, emergency calls — i.e., calls to request an ambulance, mostly — measure
realized or “actual violence,” while 1522 calls may also measure “potential threat”
or potential risk of experiencing IPV, two different yet equally important facets of
the phenomenon. As AREU data are restricted and were shared confidentially, we
limited all analyses to match the time frame in AREU data, i.e., mid-2020. This
also allows us to focus on changes in IPV-related dynamics following the first lockdown, a real sudden and unexpected “shock” that, arguably, affected people’s lives
differently from subsequent confinements or restrictions. We also note here that it
would be ideal to validate the use of Google searches as predictors of IPV using both
information on calls to helplines — as we do in this study — and crime reports, as
shown in some of the relevant literature (Bullinger et al., 2021; Hsu & Henke, 2021).
Unfortunately, we do not have access to crime reports in this context, hence we only
rely on the former outcomes, keeping in mind that calls may not always move in
tandem with crime reports.
17

Available at: https://www.istat.it/it/archivio/246557.
Albeit not perfect, we imposed the following restrictions to identify violence-related calls: (i)
we kept only “home” as the location from which the call was made; (ii) we kept only women as
the sex of the caller; (iii) we restricted the age range to 10-85; (iv) we only kept violence-related
motives (e.g., we excluded respiratory motives, among others).
18
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Methods
We first estimate the model reported in eq. (1) using Ordinary Least Squares (OLS)
regression with standard errors robust to heteroskedasticity:
Yt = GoogleSearcht + λy + εt

(1)

where Yt indicates the number of valid calls received by 1522 in day t and
GoogleSearcht represents the frequency of Google inquiries for the aforementioned
keywords in day t. Year fixed effects (λy ) are included to allow for heterogeneity
across different years. In the core of the text we stratify analyses by time period
(overall, pre-COVID, and post-lockdown) and provide separate coefficients by keyword. Additional analyses include regressions estimated on the pooled sample with
a dummy variable (post) assuming value of 1 after March the 10th, when Italy enforced the lockdown, and keyword*post interactions to test whether coefficients are
statistically different pre- and post-lockdown (Online Appendix). Analyses including month fixed effects and clustering standard errors at the month level are also
reported in the Online Appendix (Section 3) and show analogous — less conservative
— results. To account for the potential time lapse between Google search and call to
helplines, Google searches are lagged by one week, with contemporaneous analyses
reported in the Online Appendix. Our use of lags in this study is aimed at capturing
— to the extent possible — decision-making processes of women at the individual
level. It is in fact reasonable to expect a woman who is facing a threat of violence to
resort to the Internet to gather information and seek online support first, and then
reach out to IPV helplines after a few days if threats persist. Also, as robustness
checks, we re-estimate our models using Poisson regressions — less intuitive but
arguably better-suited to count data — and we run one specification also including
a time dummy corresponding to the implementation of the “Libera Puoi” campaign
(April 15, 2020) to make sure that our results are not driven by such awarenessraising initiative. To further corroborate results, we conclude by running a placebo
test using as explanatory variables two keywords which are expected to increase
during lockdown (Pizza home delivery and Zumba), yet are arguably unrelated to
valid calls received by the helpline number.19
As far as the regional-level analysis is concerned, to mitigate the potential endogeneity due to several confounding factors which are correlated with both Google
searches and number of 1522 calls, we draw on a set of regional controls such as
educational attainment, unemployment rate, and GDP per capita. These data are
19

For conciseness, we run all these robustness checks only for Italy-wide analyses using data from
the Equal Opportunity Department, yet robustness checks conducted on the other two sources of
data — ISTAT and AREU — deliver essentially analogous results.
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also obtained from ISTAT. We therefore estimate the following model (eq. 2) using
OLS regression with clustered standard errors at the regional level:
Yrt = GoogleSearchrt + Xrt + λy + εrt

(2)

where Yrt indicates violence outcome (1522 or emergency number calls) for region
r and for year t, GoogleSearchrt represents the frequency of Google inquiries for the
aforementioned keywords in region r and averaged for year t,20 Xrt are the set of
regional control variables, λy are year fixed effects, and εrt is the error term. In
line with the above, analyses are stratified by time period, yet here we only have
one time point per year, hence the dummy for the year 2020 is our proxy for postoutbreak dynamics, as the months that are included in the average yearly estimate
are March-June for every year. Number of calls and control variables are adjusted
to the regional population. We also include weekly lags in order to account for the
potential time lapse between Google search and call to helplines, as above.
Lastly, analyses with AREU data are conducted at the level of Lombardy, rather
than Italy, following eq. (1), i.e., including a weekly lag, accounting for year fixedeffects, and stratified by time period. As above, analyses including month fixed
effects and clustering standard errors at the month level are reported in the Online
Appendix (Section 3) and show analogous results. Table 1 summarizes our data
sources, alongside the spatio-temporal coverage and the empirical strategy.
Table 1: Data sources, coverage, and empirical specifications
Data source
Italian Equal
Opportunity
Department, valid
1522 calls

Geographical Unit

Italy

Time Unit

Controls

Model

Daily

Year fixed effects

OLS. SE robust to
heteroskedasticity

OLS. SE clustered
at the regional
level
OLS. SE robust to
heteroskedasticity

ISTAT, valid 1522
calls

Regions within Italy

Yearly

Educational
attainment,
Unemployment
rate, GDP, Year
fixed effects

AREU, number of
calls

Lombardy Only

Daily

Year fixed effects

Notes: ISTAT: The Italian National Institute of Statistics. AREU:Regional Agency for Emergency
Urgency. FE: fixed effects. SE: standard errors. Robustness checks, including analyses on the
pooled sample with a dummy for the post-lockdown period (or dummy for year=2020 for data
source two) and interaction terms are reported in the Online Appendix.
20

Due to lack of adequate number of observations, inquiries for home & abuse and home & rape
are excluded from regional analysis.
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Results
Daily calls to the helpline number, overall Italy
Panel A of Figure 1 plots the daily number of valid 1522 calls and daily number of
1522 Google hits between March and July from 2016 to 2020. During the period
between March and July 2020, the number of daily valid calls to the Italian helpline
number increased considerably compared to the same period of the previous years.
Moreover, and as shown also by Colagrossi et al. (2020), Google search volumes
for the keyword 1522 rose considerably right after the Italian national lockdown
and the launch of the “Libera Puoi” campaign. As a matter of comparison, during
the first wave of the COVID-19 outbreak in Italy (between the 1st of March and
the 30th of June 2020) there were 15,280 valid calls to 1522 (Panel B), +119.7%
over the same period in 2019. Of these calls, 32% came from victims of violence
or stalking seeking for help, 24% came from people seeking information about the
helpline 1522, 6% came from people reporting violence. The remaining were related
to general information seeking (37%)21 and emergency (1%).
Figure 1: Daily number of valid 1522 calls and daily number of 1522 Google hits (Panel A) and
total number of 1522 calls (Panel B) by year (over the period 1st of March-30th of June)
PANEL A

PANEL B
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Figure 2 reports coefficient plots from regressions predicting daily 1522 valid
calls, for Italy as a whole, as a function of our selected keywords. We provide re21

Such as search for legal information, out-of-target calls related to requests for other useful
phone numbers, information about national shelters for victims of violence, and other reasons.
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sults separately by keyword and report three estimates per panel: whole sample
(empty dot), pre-COVID data (filled dot), and post-lockdown data (empty square).
Google hits, i.e., the frequency of queries, for keywords 1522, feminicide, domestic
violence, and gender-based violence are consistently positively and significantly correlated with helpline calls across the whole time period (empty dot). Table A2 in the
Online Appendix reports corresponding estimates for the whole period, which are
also robust to including month fixed effects (Table A3) and clustered standard errors at the month level (Table A4). Overall, Google searches seem better predictive
of helpline calls in the post-lockdown period, at least for the words 1522, home &
rape, feminicide, rape, domestic violence, gender-based violence, and sexual violence.
Models on the pooled sample with a post-lockdown dummy interacted with each
keyword (Table A5) show that for domestic violence and feminicide the association
between searches and calls is significantly higher in the post-lockdown period yet —
despite the consistently positive sign across models — no differential associations are
observed for the remaining keywords. The sole dummy Post also shows how significantly higher Google searches were in the post-lockdown period across all keywords.
Appendix Figure A1 reports a similar panel of estimates, yet with contemporaneous
(instead of lagged) predictors. Overall, evidence suggests that online searches are
better at forecasting than nowcasting, in line with our theorized hypothesis above
— hence the former estimates in the main analysis.
The main results are virtually unchanged when estimating a Poisson model (Table A6), or when adding a dummy for the Libera Puoi campaign (Table A7), thus
suggesting that results are not driven by such awareness-raising initiative. Results
from the placebo test (reported in Table A8) show that, as expected, the two keywords selected (Zumba and Pizza home delivery) are statistically unrelated to valid
calls received by the 1522 helpline number and even exhibit opposite (hence, arguably “random”) signs.

Monthly calls to the helpline number, regions across Italy
In the regional analysis, the unit of interest is not the day anymore but the regionyear combination. Furthermore, the temporal coverage is wider (2013-2020), and we
can leverage cross-regional variation in potential socioeconomic confounders which
vary greatly by year (while less so by day), such as GDP per capita and unemployment rate. Figure 3 visualizes the population-adjusted number of 1522 calls
for the combined period of March-June and for years 2013 (earliest, left) and 2020
(latest, right). While the highest call rate is between 0.20 and 0.25 per 1,000 people
in 2013, it climbs up to 0.30-0.35 per 1,000 in 2020 in the post-lockdown period.
In particular, we observe a notable increase in helpline call rates in those regions
that were severely impacted by the first wave of the pandemic such as Lombardy,
14

Figure 2: Coefficient plot from regressions of daily 1522 valid calls on Google searches, by selected
keywords (whole Italy), lagged predictors.
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Piedmont, Lazio, and Emilia-Romagna. Having data for each region, we conducted
a first preliminary investigation to explore whether the predictive power of Google
searches for the keyword 1522 differs by region. Excluding one region at a time to
preserve sample size, we found that there is little cross-regional heterogeneity in the
predictive power of Google searches (Figure A2 in the Online Appendix).
Figure 3: 1522 helpline calls by regions (per 1,000 people, 2013-2020)

(a) 1522 helpline calls by regions in March- (b) 1522 helpline calls by regions in MarchJune 2013 (per 1,000)
June 2020 (per 1,000)

Figure 4 presents results obtained from regional-level data on yearly-aggregated
number of calls by victims and users combined.22 Victims are defined by ISTAT
as “people who called 1522 to ask for help for themselves and suffered violence in
one of its various forms,” while users are defined as “people who called 1522 to
ask help for themselves or others.” Search frequencies for keywords 1522, abuse,
gender-based violence and sexual violence are positively and significantly associated
with the number of anti-violence helpline calls, while results for domestic violence
suggest positive yet non-significant associations. Conversely, searches for keywords
feminicide and rape appear to be insignificant and negatively associated with the
number of 1522 calls (full results on the whole sample in the Online Appendix
22

Analyses could only be conducted for seven out of the nine keywords, as too few queries could
be produced for the keywords home & abuse and home & rape for the selected geographical unit
and time frame.
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Table A9). Relying on additional information on whether the call made is a first
versus subsequent call, we also find that the predictive power of Google searches is
significantly more relevant for first calls (Table A10), underscoring once again the
informational channel we outlined in the introduction. This suggests that Google
is really a way for threatened women to get access to first-hand information. Once
they hold this information, they likely don’t rely on Internet anymore but turn to
more “traditional” and effective sources of help. In this same table we show results
separately for whether the person calling is a victim or a user. This additional
panel does not highlight marked differences in the significance of the estimates,
yet the magnitude of the coefficients is higher among users, perhaps suggesting
that (i) some victims actually identify as users due to stigma, and/or (ii) Google
is a more useful device for individuals who face potential — rather than actual
threats. Models on the pooled sample with a year=2020 dummy (our proxy for
post-lockdown in the regional yearly analyses) interacted with each keyword (Table
A11) show that for the same set of keywords outlined above, namely 1522, abuse,
gender-based violence and sexual violence, the association between searches and calls
is significantly stronger in the post-lockdown period in terms of both magnitude and
statistical significance. Together, these findings signal the particular relevance of
Google search engines for women seeking help during confinement periods in which
traditional help mechanisms become harder to reach.

Daily regional emergency calls in Lombardy
Figure 5 reports the daily number of calls to AREU — calls made to the Italy-wide
emergency number in Lombardy to request an ambulance — from men and women
for all reasons combined (top panel) and from women for accident or violence-related
purposes (bottom panel). Trends are very different across the two panels, especially
around the lockdown period. The bottom panel shows a marked drop in calls to
AREU made by women for accident or violence-related purposes in the immediate
post-lockdown period — a piece of evidence which stands in contrast with trends for
1522 calls shown in Figure 1 and discussed in Colagrossi et al., 2020, and with trends
in calls to AREU made by both men and women for all reasons combined (Figure 5,
top panel). One hypothesis is that in the wake of strict confinement measures, the
threat of violence might increase importantly, hence women resort to the main IPV
helpline (1522) to seek help and information, rather than requesting an ambulance
(AREU), which would rather occur in the presence of actual violence. Also, given
the general state of emergency, it is likely that lines for the emergency number
were congested for other reasons (this clearly emerges from Figure 5, top panel),
hence most calls could not go through and IPV victims resorted to the primary
helpline (1522) irrespective of type of threat. Alternatively, it may be the case that
17

Figure 4: Coefficient plot from regressions of yearly 1522 calls on Google searches,
by selected keywords (regional-level).
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women calling do not provide the exact reason underlying the emergency (e.g., due
to stigma), thus leading to mis-recording and/or mis-reporting of information on
reasons behind the calls.

Emergency calls to AREU for all reasons, men and women

Figure 5: Daily number of calls to AREU from men and women for all reasons
combined (top panel) and from women for accident or violence-related purposes
(bottom panel)
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We last test the relationship between online searches and daily calls to the emergency number in Lombardy using daily data from AREU. Note, once again, that
emergency calls to AREU differ from 1522 calls as the former are aimed at requesting an ambulance, thus measuring actual violent cases that require immediate help
and assistance. Consistently with such discrepancy, our results with AREU data —
reported in Figure 6 — are rather different from the above. While the sign of the
estimated coefficients is for the most part positive and aligned with the above, only
searches for the keyword feminicide positively and significantly predict emergency
calls to AREU for the whole period considered (empty dot) — full results in the Online Appendix Table A12. Estimates are also robust to including month fixed effects
(Table A13) and clustered standard errors at the month level (Table A14). However,
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the evidence changes drastically when restricting the focus to the post-lockdown period (empty square). The estimated coefficient on online searches gets two to six
times bigger in magnitude for all keywords except for rape, and the coefficient becomes statistically significant for the keywords 1522, abuse, domestic violence and
sexual violence. Note that three of the four keywords — namely 1522, abuse, and
sexual violence — are the same ones that become more strongly significant when
predicting 1522 calls in the post-lockdown period in Figure 4 — full results reported
in Table A15. These findings imply that the tendency to seek IPV-related help
online and reported IPV emergencies are more aligned during the lockdown period
as Google, and Internet in general, become major sources for information-seeking
during confinement periods. Overall, our core results combined seem to suggest that
online searches are a powerful tool to track potential threats of IPV before and after
global-level crises such as the current COVID-19 pandemic — with stronger predictive power post-crisis — while online searches help predict actual violence only in
post-crises scenarios.
Figure 6: Coefficient plot from regressions of daily calls to AREU on Google searches,
by selected keywords (Lombardy), one-week lag.
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Validation of Keywords
Despite their common appearance in existing scholarship and popular presence in
the international IPV discourse, we acknowledge that the keywords chosen might
not fully represent the type of keywords that women would look for if faced with
a threat of IPV, or might just be representative of searches conducted by specific
population strata (e.g., high-SES women). We thus decided to validate our keywords
by asking people directly which keywords they would look for if they were to search
for help and/or information on Google. We achieved this goal by running a short
online survey targeting the population 18+ in Italy through a computer-assisted
web interviewing (CAWI) procedure and the Facebook Application Programming
Interface (API).23 The survey — completely anonymous — lasted approximately
five minutes and included two open-ended questions in which respondents could
freely write the first three words they would search for in Google if they were to
seek information or help on IPV,24 and a battery of 19 pre-selected keywords from
which respondents could select a maximum of 3. This battery included the nine
keywords that we selected from the review of the existing literature — and feature
in the core analyses — plus 10 other keywords extracted from Italian newspapers,
newscasts, and qualitative interviews carried out with experts (e.g., members of
the executive committee of AREU Lombardy, and volunteers from anti-violence
centers both interviewed in January 2021) and researchers who have previously
dealt with issues of IPV in Italy (interviewed in December 2020 and January 2021).
The rationale behind the choice to include 10 additional keywords on top of the
nine selected a priori was twofold. On one hand, we wanted to verify that the
words selected ex-ante were also suitable to our study setting and produced enough
digital “results” to serve as valid predictors. On the other hand, we wanted to be
sure that we were not missing anything specific to the Italian context such as, for
instance, words that pertain to colloquial jargon (though excluding dialectal words
and expressions).
We looked both at the frequency of words reported by the Facebook survey
respondents in the two open-ended questions (Figure A3) and at the words selected
among the battery of 19 items proposed (Figure A4). Reassuringly, some words
that appear most frequently in the open-ended questions such as domestic violence
23

A description of the procedures implemented during the survey is provided in the Online
Appendix. Note that the sample was made nationally representative of the Italian population in
terms of demographics using pot-stratification weights, as commonly done with online surveys.
See, for instance, Alexander et al., 2022 and Battiston et al., 2021.
24
(i)“Imagine you are seeking information on Google about intimate partner violence. Which
keywords would you use and insert in the search engine?” and (ii) “Imagine you are seeking help
and support on Google about intimate partner violence. Which keywords would you use and insert
in the search engine (Please, list the three main words that come to your mind)?”
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(violenza domestica) and feminicide (femminicidio) were already included among
the ex-ante keywords employed in the core empirical analyses, thus validating some
of our initial choices. Conversely, three frequently cited words that were not included
in the ex-ante set of keywords were anti-violence center (centro antiviolenza), woman
(donna) and help (aiuto). In the analyses that follow we focus on the former as a
unique keyword, while the latter two are combined in no specific order (woman &
help) given that, if taken individually, they would not be exclusively IPV-related.
When looking at the frequency of the words chosen among the list of 19 keywords
proposed, we find that 55% of respondents selected domestic violence as the most
common keyword — one of the keywords that features most prominently in our core
analyses and in the word cloud (Figure A3) — followed by violence & home (37%),
violence & help (32%), violent partner (29%), violence & rape (28%), abuse (16%),
and violence (15%). While abuse was also already included in the keywords selected
ex-ante, the keywords including “violence” were not. We therefore downloaded
them, together with anti-violence center and woman & help from the open-ended
questions, for the same period under investigation. For some keywords, the Google
Trends search query provided either partial results for more recent times or no
results at all due to low search volumes. We thus only kept the three violencerelated keywords with a satisfactory search volume, namely violent partner, violence
& help, and violence & home.25
We then replicated the national-level analyses with our complete dataset by
using the daily number of valid 1522 calls and daily number of Google hits for those
keywords that were not included ex-ante but emerged as popular choices subject to
adequate search volume on Google Trends. Results from this exercise are reported in
Figure A5 in the Appendix, which shows that the two keywords that are positively
and significantly correlated with 1522 calls are anti-violence center and violence &
home which are, in fact, the two keywords exhibiting the highest correlations with
Google searches for “1522” (Table A17) — the keyword with the strongest and
most consistent predictive power across the three data sources in the core analyses.
Overall, this validation exercise demonstrated that our initial choice of keywords
was rather adequate and performed quite well, especially for some very popular
keywords such as domestic violence, abuse, and feminicide, yet we neglected a couple
of important dimensions that individuals actively search for, namely anti-violence
center (emerging from the open-ended questions summarized in the word cloud) and
violence & home. Interestingly, more colloquial expressions such as hit (menare) and
blows (botte) did not emerge as popular choices.
25

For the daily data downloaded at the country level, violence & rape and violent partner (female)
did not produce any result. Violent partner (male) and violence & help had missing daily data in
earlier years but complete weekly data.
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Digital divides
While the predictive potential of digital traces left by users on search engines is often
overlooked, digital traces might be less suited to understanding the existence and
magnitude of digital divides. We conclude this investigation by exploring whether
the predictive potential of digital traces differs for particular groups of users. The
existence of third-level digital divides suggests that the ability to leverage the potential of specific digital technologies (e.g., search for the correct keyword or interpret
and leverage the information received in the best possible way) may vary widely by
socioeconomic status. It is therefore crucial to know, or at least infer, for which
categories of people digital traces may be more (or less) effective towards a specific
goal (Olteanu et al., 2019). The best way to overcome this issue would be to leverage advanced artificial intelligence algorithms that take into account the different
online behaviors of different categories of the population (Dargin et al., 2021). As
promising as this might sound, its scalability in terms of applied social research is
challenged by the complexities inherent in such models. A simpler way is to combine the analysis of digital traces with survey data in order to understand who uses
the technology to obtain what type of information — the strategy we follow here.
Specifically, the data obtained from the Facebook survey allow us to explore if specific characteristics of the respondents, such as the level of education, are associated
with the likelihood of searching one keyword versus another.
Figure 7 plots coefficients from a simple OLS regression of Google searches — the
nine keywords included in the core analyses plus the three identified as popular from
the closed-ended question — on a dummy taking value 1 if the female respondent
has completed high-school diploma or less (an appropriate threshold for “low-SES”
in the Italian context), while controlling for age and current marital status and
using appropriate post-stratification weights. The figure provides evidence of a
negative association between low-SES and searches for keywords 1522, domestic
violence, feminicide, and sexual violence, with statistically significant coefficients for
the former two keywords. This finding suggests that there are keywords — and
primarily those that exhibit high predictive power in the core analyses across the
three data sources — which are more likely searched by high-SES individuals. Most
other keywords are positively associated with the low-SES dummy, yet coefficients
are not statistically significant. Examples of keywords with low predictive power
that are positively associated with the low-SES dummy are home & abuse, home
& rape, violent partner, and violence & help. One exception to this SES-cleavage
whereby higher-SES individuals search for keywords that are more “consequential”
is gender-based violence, which emerges as rather relevant from the core analyses,
yet it exhibits a positive association with low-SES. Overall, results from this simple
exercise suggest that high-SES individuals are, as hypothesized (HP3 ), more likely
23

Figure 7: Coefficient plot from regressions of Google searches on a dummy for lowSES (high-school diploma or less). Facebook survey.
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to use search engines more effectively than their low-SES peers, corroborating the
existence of third-level digital divides.

Conclusions and Discussion
This study addressed the question of whether big data might help to reach “hardto-reach” populations such as victims of intimate partner violence using Italy as a
case study. We explored three related research questions. First, we investigated
whether online searches help predict instances of IPV in Italy over the last half
decade. Second, we assessed whether the predictive power of online searches is
higher, lower, or unaltered in the wake of global-level crises such as the current
COVID-19 pandemic. To do so, we relied on search frequencies for multiple keywords
measuring different facets of IPV, and we combined three different data sources
varying in terms of temporal coverage and level of analysis. By combining multiple
sources of data, we were also able to characterize instances of IPV into potential
violence (or “threat” of violence) and actual violent cases as measured by calls
to request an ambulance. Lastly, we explored whether there are socioeconomic
differences in terms of who benefits the most from being online and from online
search behavior related to IPV. To this end — and in order to validate our a priori
selection of nine keywords that we deemed relevant in an international comparative
context — we designed a new Facebook survey asking respondents directly which
keyword they would search for in Google if they were to look for information and/or
help on IPV.
Starting from the first research question, our findings at the country-level suggest
that online searches using selected keywords well predict daily calls to domesticviolence helplines. The same overall finding is confirmed by regional-level analyses
predicting yearly — rather than daily — calls, even after controlling for regional-level
controls such as GDP per capita, unemployment rate, and educational attainment.
Conversely, analyses on daily calls to the emergency number in Lombardy — proxying for actual threats of violence — provide little evidence of predictive power of
online searches, except for the keyword feminicide which, reasonably, turns out to be
the most closely related to an ambulance request. These findings combined suggest
that digital traces emerge as a powerful tool to track the risk of potential violence
in “normal” or non-crises circumstances, while they are seemingly less effective at
tracking actual violent cases reported.
Moving to the second research question, while country-level analyses show little evidence of differential associations in the post-lockdown period, regional- and
Lombardy-level analyses do suggest far stronger associations — both in terms of
magnitude and statistical significance — in the post-lockdown period, with a high
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degree of concordance in terms of the most relevant keywords. Two are the implications of these findings. First, these results underscore the key relevance of search
engines — and of online connectivity in general — for women seeking help during
confinement periods in which traditional help mechanisms become harder to reach.
Second, findings from Lombardy which showed little to no associations in non-crises
times (i.e., pre-lockdown) in fact reveal that online searches can also be a powerful
tool to track actual violent cases in situations of global crises such as the current
COVID-19 pandemic. As such, we are hopeful that policymakers will take these
findings at face value and rely more on these types of data and analyses to think
about how to best devise surveillance/monitoring systems to contain, minimize, and
even anticipate surges in IPV, as well as reflect on how to allocate financial resources
targeted towards the management of IPV.
Lastly, our novel short Facebook survey provided an opportunity to validate
our ex-ante choice of keywords, suggesting that we had properly identified at least
some of the most popular keywords that individuals in Italy would search for in
Google. Most importantly, additional analyses targeted specifically towards identifying SES-differences in online behavior suggested that the keywords with lower
predictive power were overwhelmingly chosen by low-SES individuals, while highSES more frequently selected the keywords with strongest predictive power. This
is an important and novel finding, which suggests that high-SES individuals are, as
hypothesized, more likely to use search engines more effectively than their low-SES
counterparts. On a broader level, a finding of this kind corroborates the existence
of third-level digital divides in Italy, supporting the idea that some individuals are
indeed better equipped to leverage the full potential of specific digital technologies
towards a specific end — in this case, looking for IPV-related information or seeking
help through IPV helplines and/or emergency numbers.
To conclude, results from this study suggest that Google searches using selected
keywords measuring different aspects of IPV may serve as powerful tools for tracking
potential threats of IPV before and after global-level crises such as the COVID-19
pandemic — with stronger predictive power post-crisis — while online searches
help predict actual violence in post-crises scenarios only, likely pointing towards a
more active use of the Internet and the online resources that the Internet offers.
As a matter of fact, while actual reporting of IPV tends to be lower in times of
crises, online connectivity tends to be high, either due to rising unemployment,
forced lockdowns at home, or both. We thus conclude that big data might be a
very important — and, to date, widely underappreciated — resource for tracking
or even anticipating IPV and getting a real-time picture of the brunt of domestic
violence that women bear every day, but especially so in the wake of global-level
crises. There is an important caveat, though, as our evidence also suggests that
effective forecasting may be far more reliable among high-SES population strata. It
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is therefore crucial to devise policies aimed at closing all types of digital divides, not
just those related to access (first-level ) or knowledge (second-level ).
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Online Appendix
1

The first wave of the COVID-19 outbreak in
Italy

On Friday February 21st, 2020, the first case of COVID-19 was diagnosed in a
man living in the town of Codogno in the province of Lodi, a city located in the
Northern region of Lombardy in Italy. The virus then spread across neighboring
regions in Northern Italy – including Veneto, Emilia Romagna, and Piedmont, all
of which began to report rapid increases in cases. Two days later, on February 23,
the government issued a decree which prohibited the movement of people outside
10 municipalities located in Lombardy and a municipality in Veneto. From March
8, restrictions to avoid any movement were extended to the whole of Lombardy and
to other fourteen provinces in Northern Italy. On March 10 — our cutoff point for
the definition of lockdown in the current study — a new decree issued by the Prime
Minister extended these lockdown measures across the entire country of Italy until
May 4, when the country started a mild reopening which was completed by midJune 2020. The spread of the virus across the country – at least for the first wave
of the COVID-19 pandemic — was uneven with the majority of cases (and deaths)
being concentrated in Lombardy — a region with a population of approximately 10
million people — which, as of January 2021, counts more than 30% excess deaths
(hence our focus on Lombardy in the latter part of the analysis). At the beginning
of January 2021, Italy is the eighth country in the world and the fourth in Europe
for total number of COVID-19 cases, and the fifth country in the world and the first
in Europe for total number of COVID-related deaths.

2

Additional details on data and methods

Google Trends data: As Google Trends only allow for daily data to be obtained for
a period of three months (90 days), we repeatedly obtained daily Google Trends
data for each three-month period to achieve the time frame required. Once the
consecutive periods of three months were pieced together, we addressed the issue
of each part of data being normalized within itself. Thus, we downloaded weekly
data for the given time frames (at once, to ensure that the normalization is within
the necessary time frame) and matched the weekly and daily data where a value
was present for the same date in both data sets. Based on the matching dates, we
calculated a weekly adjustment factor (Risteski & Davcev, 2014). By multiplying
the daily data by the relevant weekly adjustment factor, we ensured the consistency
1

of the data set of daily data, and ultimately normalized it on a 0-100 range.
Regional-level analysis with controls at the regional level : As of December 2020,
educational attainment and annual unemployment data at the regional level are
available until the year 2019. Therefore, we replaced data on these two controls for
2020 with data from 2019 as closest proxy. Moreover, we replaced regional GDP per
capita of the years 2019 and 2020 with the one of 2018 since the data are present
only up to 2018.
Table A1: Missing keywords by regions
Keywords
1522
Abuse
Feminicide
Rape
Domestic violence
Gender-based violence
Sexual violence

N of missing
2
1
1
7
3
3

Missing regions
Molise,Valle D’Aosta
Valle D’Aosta
Valle D’Aosta
Abruzzo, Basilicata, Friuli, Molise, Trento, Umbria, Valle D’Aosta
Basilicata, Trento Alto Adige, Valle D’Aosta
Molise,Valle D’Aosta, Umbria

2

3

Results using daily data from the Equal Opportunity Department (Presidency of the Italian
Council of Ministers), Italy

Table A2: Google hits and number of valid calls: Daily data, Italy (1-week lag)
(1)
1522

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)
(6)
Valid 1522 calls

(7)

(8)

0.590***
(0.186)

Abuse

0.058
(0.108)

Home & Abuse

-0.039
(0.062)

Home & Rape

0.001
(0.061)

Feminicide

0.397***
(0.086)

Rape

-0.003
(0.068)

Domestic violence

0.408***
(0.078)

Gender-based violence

0.234***
(0.077)

Sexual violence
Year FE
Observations

(9)

0.040
(0.061)
601

601

601

601

601

601

601

601

601

Note: OLS. Robust standard errors reported in parentheses. The models follow Eq. 1 in the
methods section. * p<0.10, ** p<0.05, *** p<0.01

3

Table A3: Google hits and number of valid calls: Daily data, Italy, with year and
month fixed effects (1-week lag)
(1)
1522

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)
(6)
Valid 1522 calls

(7)

(8)

0.562***
(0.169)

Abuse

0.041
(0.112)

Home & Abuse

-0.037
(0.060)

Home & Rape

-0.018
(0.061)

Feminicide

0.472***
(0.099)

Rape

-0.012
(0.074)

Domestic violence

0.379***
(0.073)

Gender-based violence

0.260***
(0.078)

Sexual violence
Year FE
Month FE
Observations

(9)

0.034
(0.065)

601

601

601

601

601

601

601

601

601

Note: OLS. Robust standard errors reported in parentheses. The models follow Eq. 1 in the
methods section. * p<0.10, ** p<0.05, *** p<0.01
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Figure A1: Coefficient plot from regressions of daily 1522 valid calls on Google searches, by selected
keywords (whole Italy), contemporaneous predictors.
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Notes: Data on the outcome from the Equal Opportunity Department, Presidency of Italian
Council collected daily from March 1, to June 30, from 2016 to 2020. Predictors are measured at
the same time as the outcome (contemporaneous). 95% confidence intervals. The models follow
Eq. 1 in the methods section.
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Table A4: Google hits and number of valid calls: Daily data, Italy, with clustering
of standard errors (SE) at the month level (1-week lag)
(1)
1522

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)
(6)
Valid 1522 calls

(7)

(8)

0.590***
(0.186)

Abuse

0.058
(0.108)

Home & Abuse

-0.039
(0.062)

Home & Rape

0.001
(0.061)

Feminicide

0.397***
(0.086)

Rape

-0.003
(0.068)

Domestic violence

0.408***
(0.078)

Gender-based violence

0.234***
(0.077)

Sexual violence
Year FE
Observations

(9)

0.040
(0.061)
601

601

601

601

601

601

601

601

601

Note: OLS. SE clustered at the month level reported in parentheses. The models follow Eq. 1 in
the methods section. * p<0.10, ** p<0.05, *** p<0.01
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Table A5: Google hits and number of valid calls: Daily data, Italy, with postlockdown interaction (1-week lag)
(1)
1522
Post lockdown=1 × 1522

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)
Valid 1522 calls

(6)

(7)

(8)

0.313***
(0.101)
0.301
(0.308)

Abuse

0.074
(0.104)
-0.374
(1.933)

Post lockdown=1 × Abuse
Home & Abuse

0.005
(0.034)
-0.307
(0.258)

Post lockdown=1 × Home & Abuse
Home & Rape

-0.023
(0.040)
0.287
(0.231)

Post lockdown=1 × Home & Rape
Feminicide

0.269***
(0.062)
0.930**
(0.471)

Post lockdown=1 × Feminicide
Rape

-0.020
(0.051)
1.163
(0.734)

Post lockdown=1 × Rape
Sexual violence

0.036
(0.046)
0.574
(0.369)

Post lockdown=1 × Sexual violence
Gender-based violence

0.081
(0.050)
0.535*
(0.323)

Post lockdown=1 × Gender-based violence
Domestic violence

80.027***
(6.201)

87.180***
(10.782)

88.524***
(5.614)

83.370***
(5.603)

80.173***
(5.949)

76.172***
(8.190)

76.281***
(8.102)

76.027***
(7.976)

0.042
(0.045)
0.977***
(0.203)
63.322***
(7.079)

601

601

601

601

601

601

601

601

601

Post lockdown=1 × Domestic violence
Post lockdown=1
Year FE
Observations

(9)

Note: OLS. Robust standard errors reported in parentheses. The models follow Eq. 1 in the
methods section, yet with an additional dummy post lockdown, alongside post*keyword
interactions. * p<0.10, ** p<0.05, *** p<0.01
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Table A6: Google hits and number of valid calls: Daily data, Italy, Poisson regression
(1-week lag)
(1)
1522

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)
(6)
Valid 1522 calls

(7)

(8)

0.005***
(0.002)

Abuse

0.001
(0.002)

Home & Abuse

-0.001
(0.001)

Home & Rape

0.000
(0.001)

Feminicide

0.006***
(0.001)

Rape

-0.000
(0.001)

Domestic violence

0.005***
(0.001)

Gender-based violence

0.003***
(0.001)

Sexual violence
Year FE
Observations

(9)

0.001
(0.001)
601

601

601

601

601

601

601

601

601

Note: Poisson Regression. Robust standard errors reported in parentheses. The models follow
Eq. 1 in the methods section, yet estimated through a Poisson model. * p<0.10, ** p<0.05, ***
p<0.01
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Table A7: Google hits and number of valid calls: Daily data, Italy, with dummy for
Libera Puoi awareness campaign (1-week lag)
(1)
1522

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)
Valid 1522 calls

(6)

(7)

(8)

0.604***
(0.182)

Abuse

0.031
(0.098)

Home & Abuse

-0.050
(0.057)

Home & Rape

0.008
(0.056)

Feminicide

0.403***
(0.091)

Rape

0.040
(0.064)

Domestic violence

0.343***
(0.072)

Gender-based violence

0.159**
(0.065)

Sexual violence
Post lockdown
Libera Puoi
Year FE
Observations

(9)

67.059***
(10.112)
22.651**
(10.006)

73.564***
(9.930)
17.852*
(10.139)

73.794***
(9.860)
17.806*
(10.087)

73.611***
(9.980)
17.846*
(10.170)

70.987***
(9.838)
19.877**
(9.999)

73.652***
(9.903)
17.897*
(10.117)

71.767***
(9.082)
16.339*
(9.512)

72.862***
(9.979)
17.440*
(10.067)

0.081
(0.055)
74.159***
(9.925)
17.787*
(10.105)

601

601

601

601

601

601

601

601

601

Note: OLS. Robust standard errors reported in parentheses. The models follow Eq. 1 in the
methods section, yet with an additional dummy post lockdown and an additional dummy for the
Libera Puoi campaign. * p<0.10, ** p<0.05, *** p<0.01

Table A8: Google hits and number of valid calls: Daily data, Italy, Placebo (1-week
lag) test

Pizza home delivery
Zumba
Year FE
Observations

(1)
(2)
Valid 1522 calls
0.112
(0.080)
0.107
(0.074)
601

601

Note: OLS. Robust standard errors reported in parentheses. The models follow Eq. 1 in the
methods section. * p<0.10, ** p<0.05, *** p<0.01
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4

Results using yearly data from ISTAT, regionallevel

Figure A2: Coefficient plot from regressions of yearly 1522 calls on Google searches
for keyword 1522, excluding one region at a time.

Overall

No Abruzzo

No Basilicata

No Calabria

No Campania

No Emilia R

No Friuli VG

No Lazio

No Liguria

No Lombardia

No Marche

No Piemonte

No Puglia

No Sardegna

No Sicilia

No Toscana

No Trentino AA

No Umbria

No Veneto

0

.05

.1

1522
Notes: Data on the outcome from ISTAT collected for the period March-June 2013-2020 (one
observation per year) and aggregated at the regional level. 95% confidence intervals. Estimated
coefficients have been multiplied by 100 to obtain a magnitude that is comparable to the one
observed across the other two data sources. The models follow the specification provided in Eq.
2, yet excluding one region at a time to preserve sample size. Regions Valle d’Aosta and Molise
do not appear in this graph, as no queries were obtained for keyword 1522 in these two regions
(hence the estimated coefficient would be identical to the overall one).
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Table A9: Google hits and 4 months-aggregated calls at the regional level
(1)
1522
Abuse
Feminicide

(2)

(3)

(4)
(5)
Valid 1522 calls

(6)

(7)

0.069**
(0.031)
0.097***
(0.028)
0.026
(0.071)

Rape

-0.053
(0.067)

Domestic violence

0.023
(0.025)

Gender-based violence

0.058**
(0.024)

Sexual violence

0.081***
(0.025)

Regional controls
Year FE
Observations
144
152
152
160
104
136
136
Note: OLS, as indicated. Clustered standard errors at the regional level reported in parentheses.
The models follow Eq. 2 in the methods section. The number of observations varies by model as
the availability of yearly queries varies by keyword. Estimated coefficients have been multiplied
by 100 to obtain a magnitude that is comparable to the one observed across the other two data
sources. * p<0.10, ** p<0.05, *** p<0.01
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Table A10: Heterogeneous results: Google hits and 4 months-aggregated calls at
the regional level by frequency of call and type of user
Frequency of call
First time
Other
1522
0.045**
0.014
(0.015)
(0.008)
Abuse
0.052*** 0.040***
(0.020)
(0.009)
Feminicide
-0.016
0.004
(0.041)
(0.014)
Rape
-0.004
-0.005
(0.041)
(0.014)
Domestic violence
0.029
0.007
(0.023)
(0.008)
Gender-based violence
0.042**
0.015
(0.018)
(0.009)
Sexual violence
0.047**
0.025***
(0.020)
(0.008)
Regional controls
Year FE

Type of
Victims
0.022**
(0.01)
0.026***
(0.008)
0.011
(0.029)
-0.019
(0.028)
0.010
(0.009)
0.019**
(0.007)
0.024**
(0.009)

caller
Users
0.048**
(0.021)
0.071***
(0.021)
0.015
(0.042)
-0.034
(0.039)
0.013
(0.017)
0.039**
(0.018)
0.057***
(0.017)

Note: OLS, as indicated. Each cell represents a distinct regression and sample sizes vary
(omitted, as they are reported in above tables). Clustered standard errors at the regional level
reported in parentheses. The models follow Eq. 2 in the methods section. The number of
observations varies by model as the availability of yearly queries varies by keyword; please refer
to Table A9 for number of observations. Estimated coefficients have been multiplied by 100 to
obtain a magnitude that is comparable to the one observed across the other two data sources. *
p<0.10, ** p<0.05, *** p<0.01
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Table A11: Google hits and 4 months-aggregated calls at the regional level, with
post-lockdown interaction

1522
Year 2020=1 × 1522

(1)

(2)

(3)

b/se
0.045
(0.028)
0.139*
(0.073)

b/se

b/se

Abuse

(4)
(5)
Valid 1522 calls
b/se
b/se

Feminicide

b/se

b/se

0.036
(0.064)
-0.245
(0.262)

Year 2020=1 × Feminicide
Rape

-0.043
(0.074)
-0.177
(0.246)

Year 2020=1 × Rape
Domestic violence

0.008
(0.026)
0.075
(0.055)

Year 2020=1 × Domestic violence
Gender-based violence

0.035
(0.028)
0.284***
(0.065)

Year 2020=1 × Gender-based violence
Sexual violence
Year 2020=1 × Sexual violence

Regional controls
Previous-year dummies
Observations

(7)

0.082**
(0.031)
0.139**
(0.059)

Year 2020=1 × Abuse

Year 2020=1

(6)

5.390
(3.235)

144

6.771** 15.808***
(3.114)
(3.445)

152

152

0.062**
(0.027)
0.250**
(0.103)
14.382*** 11.268*** 7.256*** 7.103**
(3.801)
(1.768)
(1.664) (3.255)

160

104

136

136

Note: OLS, as indicated. Clustered standard errors at the regional level reported in parentheses.
The models follow Eq. 2 in the methods section, yet with additional Year 2020 *keyword
interactions (our proxy for the Post*keyword interaction with yearly regional-level data). The
number of observations varies by model as the availability of yearly queries varies by keyword.
Estimated coefficients have been multiplied by 100 to obtain a magnitude that is comparable to
the one observed across the other two data sources. * p<0.10, ** p<0.05, *** p<0.01
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Results using daily data from AREU, Lombardy
Table A12: Google hits and calls to AREU, Lombardy

1522

(1)
0.008
(0.025)

(2)

AREU calls, Lombardy
(3)
(4)
(5)

(6)

0.030
(0.027)

Abuse

0.076***
(0.027)

Feminicide

-0.045
(0.039)

Rape

-0.004
(0.040)

Domestic violence

0.020
(0.038)

Gender-based violence

0.047
(0.039)

Sexual violence
Year FE
Observations

(7)

875

875

875

875

875

875

875

Note: OLS, as indicated. Robust standard errors reported in parentheses. The models follow Eq.
1 in the methods section. * p<0.10, ** p<0.05, *** p<0.01.
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Table A13: Google hits and calls to AREU, Lombardy, with year and month fixed
effects (FE)

1522

(1)
0.009
(0.023)

(2)

AREU calls, Lombardy
(3)
(4)
(5)

(6)

0.000
(0.027)

Abuse

0.077***
(0.028)

Feminicide

-0.032
(0.040)

Rape

0.010
(0.037)

Domestic violence

-0.002
(0.037)

Gender-based violence

0.067*
(0.038)

Sexual violence
Year FE
Month FE
Observations

(7)

875

875

875

875

875

875

875

Note: OLS, as indicated. Robust standard errors in parentheses. The models follow Eq. 1 in the
methods section. * p<0.10, ** p<0.05, *** p<0.01.
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Table A14: Google hits and calls to AREU, Lombardy, with clustering of standard
errors (SE) at the month level

1522

(1)
0.008
(0.035)

(2)

AREU calls, Lombardy
(3)
(4)
(5)

0.076***
(0.023)

Feminicide

-0.045
(0.058)

Rape

-0.004
(0.027)

Domestic violence

0.020
(0.038)

Gender-based violence

Constant
Year FE
Observations

(7)

0.030
(0.049)

Abuse

Sexual violence

(6)

0.047
(0.043)
88.975*** 88.718*** 88.600*** 89.346*** 89.004*** 89.005*** 88.996***
(0.998)
(1.278)
(1.014)
(1.212)
(0.977)
(0.978)
(0.974)
875

875

875

875

875

875

875

Note: OLS, as indicated. Standard errors in parentheses clustered at the month level. The models
follow Eq. 1 in the methods section. * p<0.10, ** p<0.05, *** p<0.01.
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Table A15: Google hits and calls to AREU, Lombardy, with post-lockdown interaction

1522
Post lockdown=1 x 1522

(1)
-0.028
(0.023)
0.306***
(0.055)

(2)

AREU calls, Lombardy
(3)
(4)
(5)

Post lockdown=1 x Abuse

0.059**
(0.026)
0.095
(0.154)

Feminicide
Post lockdown=1 x Feminicide

-0.050
(0.037)
-0.014
(0.247)

Rape
Post lockdown=1 x Rape

-0.037
(0.039)
0.368**
(0.187)

Domestic violence
Post lockdown=1 x Domestic violence

-0.008
(0.035)
0.270
(0.208)

Gender-based violence
Post lockdown=1 x Gender-based violence

Post lockdown=1 x Sexual violence
Post lockdown=1
Year FE
Observations

(7)

-0.001
(0.027)
0.659***
(0.211)

Abuse

Sexual violence

(6)

0.007
(0.038)
0.396**
(0.193)
-11.790*** -13.358*** -9.467*** -9.402*** -9.360*** -9.420*** -9.474***
(2.662)
(3.254)
(2.700)
(2.878)
(2.549)
(2.533)
(2.527)
875

875

875

875

875

875

875

Note: OLS, as indicated. Robust standard errors reported in parentheses. The models follow Eq.
1 in the methods section, yet with an additional dummy post lockdown, alongside post*keyword
interactions. * p<0.10, ** p<0.05, *** p<0.01.
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6

Facebook Survey

The Facebook API has been frequently used in the health and social sciences for
the purpose of recruiting survey respondents. Facebook’s large user base, in fact,
enables researchers to implement a swift and demographically diverse recruitment
that is representative of the general population once complemented with appropriate
post-stratification weights (Ramo & Prochaska, 2012). Facebook is the most widely
used online social media platform in Italy, with 30 million 18+ Facebook monthly
active users in April 2021. The link to our questionnaire was distributed through
an advertisement created through the Facebook Ads Manager. Respondents that
clicked the ad were directly enrolled into our subject pool. To minimize self-selection
(Lehdonvirta et al., 2021) (e.g., recruiting respondents with unusually greater interest in the Coronavirus or IPV), our ad avoided any mentions to the content of
the survey. The survey remained active for three weeks, from February 10 to March
3, 2021. In this time frame, we received 1,131 valid responses. Summary statistics
on the main demographic characteristics of the survey respondents are reported in
Table A16. Our sample was younger, had a higher proportion of individuals with
secondary-degree education, and featured a greater share of women compared to
the Italian general population based on the Census (ISTAT, 2020).26 Regarding the
topic of the survey, 67% of respondents declared that they know at least one person
who has experienced any form of IPV in their life, while 26% declared that they
know at least one person who has experienced any form of IPV in the last year.
Table A16: Summary Statistics for Facebook Survey Respondents
Variable

Mean
Age
43.98
Male
0.231
Ph.D.
0.027
Master Degree
0.24
Bachelor
0.129
Diploma
0.477
Lower Secondary or below 0.126
Observations

Std. Dev. Min.
13.59
18
0.422
0
0.161
0
0.428
0
0.335
0
0.5
0
0.332
0
1,131

Max.
99
1
1
1
1
1
1

Figure A3 provides the frequency of words reported by the Facebook survey
respondents in the two open-ended questions. As responses to the open-ended ques26

Median age in census = 45.8, median age in the Facebook pool = 43; percentage of the
population holding at least a secondary degree in the census = 65%, percentage of the population
holding at least a secondary degree in the Facebook pool = 87.6%; percentage of women in the
census = 49%, percentage of women in the Facebook pool = 76.9%.
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tions included sentences on top of keywords, responses given to both questions were
merged and cleaned.27 Reassuringly, some words that appear most frequently in
the word cloud such as domestic violence (violenza domestica) and feminicide (femminicidio) were already included among the ex-ante keywords employed in the core
empirical analyses, thus validating some of our initial choices. Conversely, three
frequently cited words that were not included in the ex-ante set of keywords were
anti-violence center (centro antiviolenza), woman (donna) and help (aiuto). In the
analyses that follow we focus on the former as a unique keyword, while the latter two
are combined in no specific order (woman & help) given that, if taken individually,
they would not be exclusively IPV-related.
Figure A3: Word cloud of keywords provided by Facebook survey respondents when
answering the two questions: (i) “Imagine you are seeking information on Google
about intimate partner violence. Which keywords would you use and insert in the
search engine?” and (ii) “Imagine you are seeking help and support on Google about
intimate partner violence. Which keywords would you use and insert in the search
engine?”

Post-stratification weights applied.
Figure A4 provides instead descriptive statistics on the share of respondents
27

The text cleaning process involved removing Italian language stop words, removing punctuation, merging plural and singular and masculine and feminine forms of words, as well as merging
verbs in infinitive forms based on their root.
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that would select a specific keyword listed.28 This graph refers to the list of 19
keywords, among which respondents could select up to three. The Figure shows
that 53% of respondents selected domestic violence as the most common keyword
— one of the keywords that features most prominently in our core analyses and in the
word cloud — followed by violence & home (36%), violence & help (32%), violent
partner (31%), violence & rape (29%), violence (16%), and abuse (15%). While
abuse was also already included in the keywords selected ex-ante, the keywords
including “violence” were not. We therefore downloaded them, together with antiviolence center and woman & help from the word cloud, for the same period under
investigation. For some keywords emerging from the histogram, the Google Trends
search query provided either partial results for more recent times or no results at all
due to low search volumes. We thus only kept the three violence-related keywords
with a satisfactory search volume, namely violent partner, violence & help, and
violence & home.29
Figure A4: Share of individuals choosing selected IPV-related keywords listed by
surveyors
Overall
1522
Abuse
Home & Abuse
Violence & home
Violence
Violent partner
Home & Rape
Feminicide
Violent boyfriend
Hit (Menare)
Violence & Help
Violence & Rape
Rape
Domestic Violence
Violent Husband
Gender-based viol.
Sexual viol.
Blows (Botte)
Hit (Picchiare)

0.10
0.16
0.10
0.37
0.15
0.29
0.02
0.12
0.04
0.02
0.32
0.28
0.04
0.55
0.13
0.14
0.03
0.08
0.06

0

.2

.4

.6

Notes: Post-stratification weights applied. Respondents were offered a list of 19 keywords and
they could select up to three. Therefore, shares do not add up to 1.

28

To account for the demographic biases mentioned above, the bars are weighted by using poststratification weights by age, gender, and education so as to conform to the Italian census.
29
For the daily data downloaded at the country level, violence & rape and violent partner (female)
did not produce any result. Violent partner (male) and violence & help had missing daily data in
earlier years but complete weekly data.
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Variables
1522 Feminicide Domestic viol.
1522
1.000
Feminicide
0.107
1.000
Domestic viol.
0.020
-0.001
1.000
Gender-based viol. 0.051
0.109
-0.013
Sexual viol.
0.039
0.000
-0.052
Abuse
-0.043
0.094
0.003
Home & Abuse
-0.039
-0.018
-0.059
Home & Rape
-0.029
0.066
-0.018
Rape
0.025
-0.007
0.017
Violent partner
-0.031
-0.052
0.083
Woman & help
-0.056
-0.017
0.025
Violence & help
0.014
0.037
0.024
Violence & home
0.119
0.035
0.007
Anti-viol. center
0.055
-0.031
0.052
1.000
-0.024
0.033
0.005
0.003
0.009
0.018
0.041
0.099
0.019
0.009
1.000
0.108
-0.011
0.013
0.237
0.032
-0.032
0.024
0.014
0.052

Gender-based viol. Sexual viol.

1.000
0.059
0.008
0.001
0.011
-0.010
-0.050
0.100
-0.024

Abuse

1.000
0.043
-0.031
0.001
-0.072
-0.020
0.047
-0.028

Home & Abuse

1.000
-0.012
0.026
-0.015
-0.004
-0.021
-0.050

Home & Rape

1.000
0.025
-0.009
-0.080
-0.058
-0.036

Rape

1.000
0.092
-0.023
-0.046
-0.011

Violent partner

Table A17: Cross-correlation table

1.000
0.010
-0.018
-0.013

Woman&help

1.000
-0.032
0.045

Violence&help

1.000
0.037

Violence&home

1.000

Anti-viol. center

Figure A5: Coefficient plot from regressions of daily 1522 valid calls on Google
searches, by keywords emerging from the Facebook survey (whole Italy).
Panel A: Contemporaneous

Panel B: One week lag

.15

.13

Anti-viol. center

Anti-viol. center

-.0046

.053

Violent partner

Violent partner

-.13

-.0045

Woman & help

Woman & help

Violence & help

Violence & help

.056

Violence & home

.1

Violence & home
.1

-.2

0

.025

.2

.4

-.1

0

.1

.2

.3

Notes: Data on the outcome from the Equal Opportunity Department, Presidency of Italian
Council collected daily from March 1, to June 30, from 2016 to 2020. In Panel A the explanatory
variables are contemporaneous the the outcome; in Panel B they are lagged by one week. 95%
confidence intervals.
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